10 TIPS TO
KEEPING YOUR

BUSINESS
CLEAN.
Hygiene and cleaning is at the core of your business and will keep your staff and customers happy
and healthy. From fresh bedrooms, clean floors, sparkling bathrooms and spotless bedrooms —
Unilever Professional has a product suited just for your professional needs.
Our range of professional products can help you in every area of your business.
You Think Business. We Think Clean.
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Use Handy Andy
Multipurpose Cream on a
damp cloth or sponge for
sinks and other surfaces,
as well as to easily remove
burnt-on foods.

Get rid of stains, while
maintaining fabric integrity
and make your linen and
clothes last longer with
Skip Auto Washing Powder.
Add Comfort Concentrated
Fabric Conditioner to
maintain your fabrics’
shape and colour while
leaving laundry soft, with
a pleasant fragrance.
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Use OMO Hand Washing
Powder or Sunlight 2-in-1
Hand Washing Powder to
protect your delicate
clothing and linen.
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After using OMO Auto
Washing Powder which
gets clothes hygienically
clean and is tough on stain
removal, don’t forget to
clean the detergent drawers
to prevent build up.
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To economically clean
and degrease, soak
dishes in Sunlight
Dishwashing Liquid.

Domestos Multipurpose
Thick Bleach has multiple
applications: Use neat
for disinfecting toilets and
drains and on
kitchen/bathroom sinks
and surfaces. Use diluted
for disinfecting floors,
kitchen/bathroom
surfaces, dishcloths
and sponges.

Use Handy Andy Window &
Glass Cleaner to polish all
mirrors and shiny surfaces.
For a streak-free finish,
wipe surfaces after
polishing with paper towel
and discard.
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For sensational laundry
fragrance every wash,
use Sunlight 2-in-1
Auto Washing Powder.
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Use Domestos
Multipurpose Thick
Bleach in your restroom
to get rid of stains,
odours as well as
99.9% of germs and
viruses. DOMESTOS
DESTROYS CORONAVIRUS
IN JUST 60 SECONDS.*
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Remove visible dirt and
grease with Handy Andy
Kitchen Degreaser and a
damp cloth. Then spray
Handy Andy Multipurpose
with Bleach directly on the
surface and wipe. No need
to rinse!

*SARS-COV-2. #NaOCL (Sodium Hypochlorite) at 0.5%

